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INTRQIHJCTION * 

The ‘hydraulic ram pump can be used. with great effective- 
ness in mountain villages which are located at a higher 
elevation than their source of water. The hydram pump uses 
the:power of falling water to pump a small portion of that 
water uphill. It requires absolutely no fuel or electricity, 
only water pressure. The pump was developed about 200 
;P’ears ago, and the beauty of the hydram lies in its simplicity. 
There are o&y two mrxring parts which are lubricated by the 
water itself. This maalera\ hopes to show that anyon with a 
minimal amount of mechanical aptitude can survey, desigrn 
and build a hydraulic ram from locally available parts, and 
do any necessary maintenance. 

Whether for domestic purposes or irrigation, a hydram 
can be used to great advantage in many diverse situations. 
The source of water could be a r.xzz ~3 ,, B &spring, an irri- 
gation canal,an artesian well, or ev:~~, *i t-5 m.fsti vig g:r::vity 
flow water system. In the mountainon Legions of &>ijal, 
and other areas of similar topography, there are many 
thousands of places where, if a hydram were installed, 
much time spent hauling water could be used for other pur- 
poses. Formerly unproductive or unused land could be 
made suitable for gardens and orchards, and field crops 
could give increased yields. Wide&ale usage would benefit 
many thousands of people. 

Because this simple pump works 24 hours per day, for 
many years (many working installations are over 50 years 
old) and requires little attention, it is suitable for areas 

vi 
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where people have little technical expertise. B.ycause hydraulic 
ram installations are ine-xpensive and quickly in$talled, they 
are well suited for remote areas where there are extreme 
transportation difficulties, as well as for sparsely populated 
villages which often make gravity flow water supply system 
financially unfeasible. The ability to incorporate a hydram 
in an existing gravity flow water supply system has also proved 
very useful. 

It is hoped that this short manual provides the necessary 
information to stimulate interest in hydraulic rams SO that 
some of the many thousands of people that stand to gain will 
be benefited, by having their drcudgery eased and their 
economic situation improved. 

vii 
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SURVEY AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

A hydraulic ram survey must be done while considering 
the design. Before a design can be done it is essential to 
know: 

1. Vertical fall from source to pump. 
2. Vertical lift from pump to delivery site. 
3. Amount of water available to power the pump (Q input 

or source flow). 
4. Minimum daily quantity of water required. 
5. Drivepipe length from source to pump. 
6. Delivery pipe length from pump to delivery site. 

Initially one must measure the distance from the potential 
pump site to the delivery point and the difference in vertical 
elevation (see dwg. # 1). Except in a few cases, hydraulic 
rams cannot pump higher than 100 meters - and in order to 
avoid using long lengths of galvanized iron (GI) pipe one 
shouId try not to exceed the pressure limits of the HDP pipe. 

One must also measure the available fall from the source 
to a spot below where the pump will be placed. The supply 
head should be between 1 to 20 meters, remembering that 
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output varies directly with increased supply head. The 
length of the drive pipe will be roughly 4 times the supply 
head. This is discussed in greater detail in the section on 
pump design. 

The flow of source water must be accurately measured. 
Careful site investigations must ‘be made, including ques- 
tioning of the villagers about water quality, the possible 
change of fiow at different times of the year, and whether or 
not there is a sediment problem. While surveying, consider 
the following: . 

a. Where is a suitable site for in-take that considers 
possible flood conditions, laidslides or soil erosion? 

b, Where will the pump be located? Can a small house 
be built around the pump? Where will the unused 
water from the pump go? 

c. Where will the pipes be laid, and can they be buried? 

After calculating these initial measurements using the 
formtia: 

Q Qoutput)r per day = vertical fall x source flow (lpd) x0.6” 
vertical lift 

you can estimate the amount of water will be delivered per 
day. Compare this figure with the amount of water required 
daily. (Forty-five liters per person per <day is considered 
adequate for domestic use in Nepal’s mountain villages). 

If the pump’s calculated output is too small, then it may 
not be feasible to use a hydram. If there is sufficient water, 
then calculate the village needs for water regarding domestic 
use, animal use, and possible small scale irrigation for 
fruit trees or vegetable gardens. Let this figure be your 
desired output and then calculate how much intake floi is 
necessary using the following formula: 

* For the variables of fall and lift be consistent in which 
units you use. Either use meters or feet but don’t mix the 
two. The flow should be lpd or gpd. If lpm or gpm are 
used and you desire the daily flow then multiply by 1440. 
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(Q intake) Flow = vertical lift x output (Q) 
vertical fall x 0.6 

Example 1 

Assuming the foIlowing conditions, what will be the 
e-xpected quantity of water pumped per day? 

Source. flow = 30gpm = 113.6 lpm 
Vertical fall = 30 feet = 9,l meters 
Vertical lift =200 feet = 61 meters 

Population of village: 200 people 

Estimated pqulation in 15 years at 25% increase = 200 + 

25 x 200 = 250 
100 
Demand (250 people at 45 liters pzr day) = 11,250 lpd 

= 2,972 gpd 
Q output = vertical fall x flow x 0.6 

vertical lift 
= 30’ x 30gpm x 0.6 x (1440 min. ) = 3850 gpm 

200’ (1 day) = 14,716 lpm 

Example 2 

Under certain conditions how much source flow (Q intake) 
is necessary to meet the daily demand. 

I 

Vertical lift (always measured from the pump, and not 
the source) 45.7m (150’) . Vertical fall 7.6m (25’) - 

Demand 

a. for 600 villagers assuming a 25% increase in 15 years 
600 + (25 + 600) 1 725 

100 
725 x 45 lpd per person = 32,625 lpd 
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b. for 300 animals x 6 @d = 18,000 Ipd 
total = 50,625 lpd 
knowing that Q Intake = vertical lift x Q output and 
that 1 day = 1440 min. vertical fall x 0.6 

then Q Intake = 45.7m x 50,625 lpd x 1 day 
7.6m x 0.6 1440min 

= 352.3 lpm (93 gpm) 

This figure of 352.3 lpm is the minimum source flow required 
to meet the dally demand. If the source flow exceeds this 
figure then it will be possible to exceed the daily demand. 
In cases where excess water can be provided, encourage 
villagers to use the water for other types of development 
work such as a vegetable gar&n, fruit orchard, a tree 
nursery, a fish pond, and latrines. 

By increasing the vertical fall or decreasing the vertical 
lift the output will be proportionately increased. One tech- 
nique for increasing the vertical fall, when it is too small, 
is to take an intake pipe (or canal) from the source and run 
it to another point downstream where there would be a bigger 
difference in elevation to the pump (see dwg # 1 & 6). The 
initial intake pipe can be HDP, but the pipe attached to the 
pump must be GI or steel. The junction of the two pipes 
can be an open standpipe if the HDP pipe 13 a size larger 
than the dri- e pipe, or there can be a small tank that would 
have intake, outlet, washout and overflow pipes. (See dwg 
# 2 & 3). This intermediate tank is especially useful if the 
water is sediment laden. The function of an open stand- 
pipe or small overflowing tank is to insure that there is 
absolutely no air in the drivepipe. The use of the open 
standpipe is primarily for installations where the intake 
tank and the ram location are limited by the surrounding 
topography, which could prevent the drivepipe from being 
straight or make it unnecessarily long or not steep enough. 
(See the section on The Drivepipe for designing the proper 
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length);.“ By using an open standpipe the length and angle of 
the drivepipe will be determined by the standpipe location- 

In the event that the system is meant to be incowrated 
in an existing gravity flow system, a breakpressure chamber 
@PC) is the ideal place to install the ram, as this will 
eliminate any waste water0 TO allow any air trapped in the 
pipeline to escape, it is advisable to connect a pipe up from 
the BPC% intake to a small holding tank (thus eliminating 
the air problem) from which the drivepipe runs down to the 
pump sitting within the BPC. 

The pump cannot be submerged in water, so care must 
be taken to prevent this. (See dwg # 4). The valve serves 
to regulate the flow up to the tank which must at least equal 
or slightly exceed the pump% consumption of the drive water. 

This manual is intended to be a guide for the use of hyd- 
raul ic rams, but it must be emphasized that is only a guide 
in the sense that every installation/situation will vary con- 
siderably and specific design and techniques suited to the 
particular site are necessary in order to create the most 
appropriate water system. There is much room for creativity 
as olily a few hydrams have been installed in Nepal and 
precedents and standard procedures have not been firmly 
established. 

Often, constraints such as money and transportation will 
have effects on the design. As there is no one correct 
design for a site, but rather several alternatives, each 
having advantages and disadvantages, it is essential to be 
highly flexible. It must be remembered that the design must 
consider possible conditions of at least 15 years in the future;; 
this period in keeping with LDD design criteria for gravity 1 
water supplies. This requires careful calculation regarding [ 
the environmental effects including landscape; erosion; i 
population growth, possible detrimental effects, suitability j 
for maintenance; durability, and any objections from others j 

L , 
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concerning the water usage or installation. Wherever 
possible consult with the villagers concerned on aspects of 
design that concern them. Often local techniques and mate- 
rials are the most appropriate solution for a given problem. 

HOW THE PUMP WORKS 
’ 

There are certain conditions that must be fulfilled in order 
for the pump to work. There must be sufficient water in the 
drivepipe falling from a minimal height in order to create 
enough pressure to close the impulse valve. There must be 
a certain minimal height of water in .the delivery pipe(about 
two times the fall) in order to sustain the pressure in the air 
chamber. It should be remembered that a small amount of 
water with plenty of fall will pump as much as a situation 
with plenty of water having only a small fall. The higher 
the delivery head, the less water will be pumped, other 
things remaining equal. 

The water starts to flow through the drivepipe and escapes 
out the impulse valve (dwg # 5.1). As the water accelerates 
its pressure overcomes the weight of the impulse valve, 
causing it to close suddenly (dwg # 5.2). The water pressure 
suddenly’&oIped causes a very high pressure called “water 
ham-mer? Some of the water is forced through the delivery 
valve into the air chamber, compressing the air until the 
water pressure is depleted. The compressed air acts like 
a spring, which closes the delivery valve and forces the 
water up the delivery pipe (dwg # 5.3). When the delivery 
valve closes suddenly, it creates a pressure surge going up 
the drivepipe which takes the pressure off the impulse valve, 
allowing it to fall open due to its own weight (dwg # 5.4). 
The water again flows out the impulse valve as the cycle 
repeats itself. When the water enters the air chamber a bit 
of water is wasted through the air valve, but on the closing 
of the delivery valve a bit of air enters thrl;rrgh the air valve 
due to the partial vacuum that is created by the water 
rebounding up the drivepipe. 



bening and closing of the valves 
cycle 
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I NTAKE TANK 

The intake tank will vary with the individual site, but 
basic differences are found depending on the nature of the 
water source. Springs, streams, c :I :: ped gravity 
flow systems, and artesian wells al rfferent require- 
merits. Techniques of intake tank de nd construction 
are found in other books but a few general principals must 
be remembered. If the source is to be used for drinking 
water then contamination must be avoided. Stream and canal 
source designs must carefully consider the problems of 
flooding, torrents and erosion. Because sources are usually 
sediment laden, this initial tank should be equipped with a 
washout valve, and also permit easy access for m,a.intenance. 
In some cases the drivepipe to the pump will come directly 
from the intake tank. Dwg # 6 shows a canal from a stream 
supplying the hydram. Otherwise there will be a pipeline to 
another small tank (used oil drums with welded int.aBe, out- 
put, washout, and overflow sockets have proved very useful 
in remote areas.especially when the water is sediment laden), 
which should be overflowing slightly to insure a constant 
level of water above the mouth of the drivepipe. (See dwg 
# 1 & 3). (TL -‘I: the hydram to consume as much water as 
possible is usually determined by having a minimal overflow 
from this intermediate supply tank). In some cases this 
middle tank is not necessary, and instead an open standpipe 
can be used. (See dwg # 2). Proper placement of this 
intermediate tank or standpipe will determine the length and 
angle of the drivepipe; and should insure that the drivepipe 
is straight. 

A mountainous instalbtion using a canal from a river to supply water to the 

hydraulic ram. The waste water goes back into the river and the pumped 

water goes tip to a reservoir tank to supply the village. 
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This supply pipe (which can be HDP or PVC) must be at 
least one size larger than the GI or steel drivepipe. In the 
case, of an open standpipe the supply a.nd drivepipe are joined 
by a tee joint into which is fitted an open steel or GI stand- 
pipe which is two sizes larger than the drivepipe, This 
standpipe should rise a few inches above the hydraulic 

gradient. The hydraulic grade line (HGL) isa representation 
of the height to which water flowing in a pipe would- rise were 
it not constricted by that pipe. If an open ended pipe were 
inserted in a pipeline, the height of the water’s rise defines 
the’ HGL. Water in a pipe with no static head and which is 
subject only to atmospheric pressure will not rise in the 
open tube, therefor the HGL in this case is aI the water’s 
surface. Carl JoFmson’s book, sited i&he bibliography, 
gives a more detailed analysis at the principals of the hyd- 
raulic ‘gradient. , 

In many cases this technique of using an intermediate 
tank or standpipe !s necessary to maximize the fall from 
source to pump and still be able to have the drivepipe of the 
proper length. It is necessary to screen both the supply pipe 
and the drivepipe to avoid getting debris, frogs, etc. in the 
PUIIP. These screens must be checked often (in some cases 
daily) to ensure that the water is flowing at a maximum rate. 

PUMP SIZE 

The size of the hydraulic ram is determined by the output 
desired, or limited to the available supply of water to drive. 
the pump. Rough estimates for maximum and minimum 
quantities of driving water are given below. These figures 
vary widely from one pump to a.noth& depending on the nature 
of the impulse valve. 

*, , 
‘ii, 
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Minimum and Maximum Quantities of Intake Water 
for Specific Sizes of Hydrams. 
QIoframbody minimum intake 
inches/millimeters @m(US)/lpm 

maximum intake 
gpm (US)/lpm 

1 (25) 
1.5 (3’7 ) 
2 (51) 
2.5 (63.5) 
3 (76) 
4 (102) _ 

2 V-6) 
4 (15.1) 
8 (30.3) 

15 (56.8) 
25 .(94.6) 
40 (151.4) 

L 

10 (37.9) 
15 (56.8) 
25 (94.6) 
40 (151.4) 
70 (265) 

100 (378.5) 
If you are making your own pump, you can affect the 

minimum and maximum qua&& of water by making a spare 
impulse valve bolt/washer assembly of a slightly larger or 
smaller diameter. (See the section on impulse valves) 

DRIVE PIPE 

The drivepipe is an important consideration in the overall 
design. Every commercial manufacturer of hydrams has 
a different tedhnique for calculating drivepipe diameter and 
length, aid in many instances the results of two different 
methods will produce -different answers. Fortunately the 
drivepipe will work satisfactorily over a wide range of 
lengths and diameters. After approximating the location of 
the intake tank, supply line and pump site in order to mcaxi- 
mize the vertical fall and flow, calculate the diameter of the 
drivepipe using Table # 1 which gives a rough apprfiximation 
of the capacity of different size rams. Commercial pumps 
of similar sizes have different capacities, as do the pumps 
described in this booklet, depending on the individual 
impulse valve dimensions. 

Be sure to consider the seasonal changes of the sou&e% 
flow as some springs and streims change dramatically 
during different times of the year. 
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After choosing the appropriate size pump, pick a matchin? 
drivepipe diameter if the vertical fall is less than 16’ 5 meters). 
If the vertical fall is more than 16’ it is permissible to pick 
a ,drivepipe diameter one size smaller (that means 0.5” 
smaller), for 1.5” pumps and up, especially if the installation 
cost must be minimized. 

Choose a drivepipe length that is six times the vertical 
fall for falls less than 16’ (4.8m); for 16* to 25’ (7.6m) 4 times 
the fall; and for 25’ to 50’ (15m) 3 times. It is often convenient 
to choose the length of commercially available GI pipe. A 
second technique for calculating the drivepipe length is to take 
the ratio of length (L) to diameter (D) to be equal to 500 (L/D 
= 500). This is a median range as any ratio of between 150 to 10 
1000 will work (15O<L/D(lOOO). Longer drivepipes do not 
tend to increase efficiency but rather permit the pump to 
operate at less strokes per minute, which in turn means less 
valve wear, and longer operating life. 

Example 1 

Vertical fall 30’ = (9.14m) 
Maximum intake flow 38gpm = (143.8 lpm) 
Manimum intake flow 20gpm = ( 75.7 lpm) 

According to the Table # 1 the maximum and minimum 
intake flows are in the range of a 2.5” (63.5mm) pump. 
Because the fall is more than 25’ (7.6m) it is feasible to use 
a 2” @ drivepipe and to calculate the length to be three times 
the fall. Three times the vertical fall is 90’ (27.4m). By 
checking the L/D ration: 901/211 x (12*‘/1’) = 540 which is 
suitable. After taking into consideration the best location 
for the drivepipe, intake, and the pump site, any length of 
2” Q( (63.5mm) GI pipe between 80’ (24,4m) to 100’ (30.5m) 
will be suitable. 
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Example 2 

Vertical fall Id?’ =( 3.2m ) 
Minimum intake flow 1Ogpm = (37.9 Zpti) 
Maximum intake flop 20gpm = (75.7 lpm) 

According to the Table #I 1 use a 2” 0 pump, and due to the 
fall being less than 16’ use a 2” @ drivepipe. Six times the 
vertical fall is 6x12’ = 72’. L/D = 72’/2” x (12”/1’) = 432. 
Alternatively if we let L/D = 50.0 aqd D = 2” then L = 83’. In 
this case a drivepipe length between 72’ to 83’ is suitable. It 
might be most convenient to use four lengths of 20’ pipe or a 
total length of 80 feet. 



DELIVERY PIPE 

The HDP pipe currently available in Nepal is series III and 
series IV. The former will withstand a pressure head of 60 
meters (196’) and the latter 100 meters (327’). Be sure not 
to use any of the low quality HDP pipe available in the bazar 
which is often low priced but will not withstand much pressure. 

An initial length of GI pipe for the delivery line connected 
to the pump would give additional stru&ural support to the 
pump, but this is not essential. If in fact your vertical lift 
exceeds the pipe’s pressure specifications, then the lower 
portion of the delivery pipe must be GI pipe. 

Table # 2 

Delivery pipe diameter according to the amount of pumped 
water per day. 

Gallons/day 800 2400 3700 6000 14500 23800 35500 
Liters/day 3000 9000 1400.023000 55000 90000 135000 
0 inches 0.5 0.75 1.0‘ 1.25 1.5 2.0 3,0 
@mm 20 25 32 40 50 63 90 

If there is a series of hydraulic rams, they must have 
separate drive pipes, but they can use a common delivery 
pipe. (See dwg # g-j 

Remember that the minimum vertical lift is about two times 
the vertical fall, and the maximum vertical lift is about twenty 
times the vertical fall. 

If the delivery pipe has any high points in the pipeline 
where air might becoma trapped, an air valve or its equivaleret 
will be necessary. A threat&d brass screw in HDP pipe is 
often sufficient, if it is used with care. 
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G.ENERAL NOTES ON PUMP INSTALLATION 
I 

The pump should be as level as possible to ensure the 
weighted-‘impulse value falls straight down without any un- 
necessary friction. This is sometimes a problem as the 
drive pipe is iuclined and sharp bends must be avoided. 
Sometimes the drivepipe will have enough flex to accomodate 
this bend, so that the pump is level. It might be necessary 
to slightly bend a section of the drivepipe on the site with the 
assistance of several strong villagers ‘and possibly a large 
tree. Be very careful not to overbend or kink the pipe. If 
you can premake a short piece of pipe with the angle tailored 
to your installation, this will be ideal. 

The drivepipe and delivery pipe should be connected to the 
pump with a union joint and a gate valve. The schematic 
diagram of a hydraulic ram installation (dwg # 7) will help 
you decide what fittings you need for the installation. All 
threaded joints should be wrapped with fine jute thread and 
then coated with a pipe sealant compound or enamel paint to 
prevent leaks in the joints. 

The foundation of the pumphouae and how to stabilize the 
pump deserves your careful attention. If the pumphouse floor 
will be concrete, then bury in a cement base with two to four 
threaded bolts. Weld legs or a mild steel plate to the bottom 
of the pump with holes to accomodate these bolts. If this is 
not possible,consider using galvanized stay wire, tightly 
securing the pump to an immoveable object. This technique is 
not nearly as strong as a concrete base and should be used 
only when there aren’t any better alternatives. The drivepipe 
should also be well buried and anchored,as this will prevent 
the pump% vibration from causing pump and gipes to slide 
downhill, or causing leaks in the joints. 

Be sure that the-pump and pipes are well protected from 
freezing temperatures, &hich is often a problem at elevations 
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above 8,000 ft. (2,400m). The pump and pipes, if not in 
operation, should be drained of water to prevent freezing 
temperatures from bursting the pipe. Villagers must under- 
stand the importance of this point. If the water is flowing and 
the pump is pumping there won’t be any problem. I 

When buying pipe fittings check the quality of the threads 
and castings, and if possible get sockets, reducers, etc. 
with small raised rtgrips’T on the outside surface as it facilitates 
tightening and loosening the fittings with a pipe wrench. 

RESERVOIR TANK 

After you have calculated daily water dem=and and designed 
the pump to meet this demand, the size of reservoir tank must 
be determined. Usually it will equal the capacity that will be 
pumped in twelve hours. In this way the tank will fill during 
the hours when there is no demand. 

If the water is used for more than just drinking water e.g., 
small irrigation system for a vegetable garden or fruit orchard, 
then the system must be designed to handle this and the tank 
she-uld be -proportionately larger. 

The tank must have a washout pipe, inlet, service pipes, 
and an overflo-N pipe. The overflow should be designed to 
lead the water to a pond for animals or fish or irrigation, 
and avoid causing any erosion problems. 

If the system is used only for irrigation, then a pond may 
replace the need for a tank. AS the water in the pipe entering 
the reservoir tank is under pressure, it might be occasionally 
desirable to attach another pipe to this delivery pipe end 
(inside the tank) to raise water to a point above the reservoir 
tank. If this is to be done, be sure that the delivery pipe’s 
pressure limit is not exceeded. It is helpful to include a 
socket or flange on this end of the pipe inside the tank. 
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STARTING THE PUMP 

The gate valve on the delivery pipe should be closed while 
the drive pipe gate valve should be fully open. Check to see 
that there is no air coming out of the top end of the drivepipe. 
If there are air bubbles rising, wait until the air has been 
depleted. Manually opcsn the impulse valve (this is where one 
gets wet) several times until it falls open by itself. After the 
pump has operated on its own for 12 to 15 strokes, slowly 
open the delivery gate valve. The pump can not operate 
automatically unless .there is some head in the delivery pipe 
(a column of water twice the height of the drivepipe fall is 
usually needed} and the initially closed gate valve temporarily 
replaces the need for this head. See that there are no leaks 
in the pipelines or pump, and tune the ram as necessary. 

TUNING THE PUMP 

The hydram should be tuned to maximize output, which is 
to use the supply water most efficiently. It is a matter of 
increasing or decreasing the weight on the impulse valve bolt 
stem and/or shortening or lengthening the valve stroke - 
regulated by moving the lock nuts up or down the bolt. Length- 
ening the stroke and increasing the weight decreases the 

strokes per minute, but increases the consumption of water, 
increases the pressure with which the valve closes, and 
increases the delivery water. Higher delivery heads often 
require a longer stroke, which increases the pressure of the 
“water hammer” effect upon closing. Often various settings 
of weight and stroke will give the same output. Try various 
adjustments, measuring the quantity delivered, until you are 
satisfied with the result. The output (Q) should roughly 
correspond with the formula 

Q output = vertical fall x intake flow x 0.6 
‘vertical9 lift 
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TWO OR MORE HYDRAMS 

If the ram installation is not large enough to meetthe water 
requirements, or a very large ram is not available, then it 
may be desira.ble to have a series of two or more rams. 
Each hydram requires a separate drivepipe, but they can have 
a eommon delivery pipe. A ram series would be very useful 
in a system where the minimum yearly flow might be enough 
to power only one ram and the maximum flo-w was sufficient 
to run two or three pumps. (See dwg # 8) 

Although I have not seen a ram installation according to 
the following description, there is no reason why it should 
not work. In a case where the water is sufficient to power 
only one hydram, but the output does not quite meet the req- 
uirements the waste water (usually between 80995%) from 
the initial ram could be channelled into another small tank 
from which the drive-&e descends to aaother pump. The 
lower pump’s delivery pipe should then connect to the upper 
pump’s delivery pipe with a tee-joint unless they are meant to 
supply two different places. (See dwg # 4) At this junction 
check valves are recommended 
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MAINTENANCE 

(“The pump doWt work %ause the vandals took the handles”). 

As long as the pump is working trouble free, then it is only 
necessary to inspect it every three or four months, tightening 
fittings, nuts and bolts as required, possibly cleaning the in- 
side of the pump of accumulated sediment, and checking the 
valves for leakage and/or wear. Gate valves should be oiled 
twice a year, the pump and other exposed GI parts painted 
once a year; screens and other places where sediment or 
debris will accumulate should be inspected as required. 

There should be at least two people trained to maintain the 
pump and the rest of the system,their training being done at 
the time of installation. If possible, arrange for some 
incentive for them to do conscientious work; suggest that the 
village pay these workers for their responsibility. It is im- 
perative that some tools be left with these maintenance workers. 
A basic list might include; two pipe wrenches, two adjustable’ 
wrenches, screwdriver, heating plate, some spare replace- 
ment pipe, paint and brush, extra brass screening material, 
rubber for making washers, jute, pipe joining compound, a 
round and flat file, a pliers and a hack-saw with spare blades. 
If available, instead of one of the adjustable wrenches, use 
an adjustable “vice-grip” type wrench. If aa innertube is 
used in the air chamber then a tire repair kit and a spare 
inntertube will be needed. 

If the pump is installed in an area where freezing tempe- 
ratures occur, then care should be taken that the pump is 
always operating (moving water will not freeze inside the 
pump or pipes), or if the pump is stopped, water must be 
drained from theGmp and pipes. Insure that the pipes are 

, 
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buried below the frost line and that the pump house provides 
adequate protection from extreme cold. 

The pump house, reservoir tank, and other places where 
damage could occur should be secured and locked. The ease 
of maintenance is a function of good design. The pump house 
should be large enough to permit the rotation of the large pipe 
wrenches as well .as being able to accomodate one or two 
maintenance people. 

If the pump is located very near other houses, the pump 
house roof should not be corrugated GI sheet as this amplifies 
the noise of the pump. A slate or masonry roof will minimize 
the sound. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING 

There are a few things that can cause the ram to stop or 
malfunction. The symptom of malfunction usually indicates 
the source of the prcblem. 

1. Loud, metallic banging noise coming from the pump and/ 
or intense vibration with each stroke in the delivery pipe 

These two symptoms mean that there is no air in the air 
chamber and this should be corrected immediately to eliminate 
the possibility of damage to pump or pipes. The pump should 
be stopped and the air chamber drained of water. To restart 
the pump, close the valve on the delivery pipe for the first 
10 to 15 strokes and then slowly open the valve fully. Make 
sure that air valve is not clogged, and open it a little more, 
to all0 w more air to pass. If necessary, check to see that 
the air hole is on the opposite side to the delivery pipe, for 
if it isn’t, then the air may be pumped up with the delivery 
water instead of filling the air chamber. Check that there 
are no air leaks in the air chamber due to loose fitting joints. 
If an innertube is used, check its condition and make sure 
there is air in the tube. 
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2. The impulse valve does not work, but r&aim closed 
af= repeated openings by hand 

Check to see that there is enough weight on the bolt stem. 
Check that the delivery valve is not blocked by d&ris, and is 
functioning properly. Check the impulse valve seating on 
the valve plate, it should not leak when held closed and should 
move freely without interference from the inside walls of the 
pipe nipple. 

3. The impulse valve works for a few strokes by itself 
and then stops 

This usually indicates that there is air in the drive pipe. 
Check that the supply of water is sufficient and the drive 
pipe% mouth is submerged by at least 30om. of water. By 
holding the valve closed for a few minutes the air bubbles 
will rise to the top of the drivepips. If there is sufficient 
water hold the valve open for several seconds - this will also 
help drain any trapped air. Check that all the pipe joints are 
free from leakage. 

4. Pump is operating, but there is no water being delivered 

Check to see that the delivery gate valve is open, there is 
no obstruction in the deliver-- pipe including air blockage, 
and the delivery valve is holding the pressure, so that no 
water is leaking out below the air chamber. (This last con- 
dition can be tested by filling the delivery pipe with water and 
checking to see that the water level does not fall). Check the 
valve for wear and proper seating. 

5 The Impulse valve stays open 

This indicates that there is ~&sufficient water in the drive 
pipe, or the impulse valve weight is excessivly heavy, or 
the delivery valve is not tictioning. 



6. Hydram Pumps With Uneven Strokes of Fluttering Sound 

This indicates air in the drive pipe, or a leak in the drive 
pipe, or insufficient water above the mouth of the drive pipe. 

Special care should be taken to insure that the village 
maintenance workers take good care of the tools and pump, 

fully understand the principals of operating, and know the 
possible sources of malfunction and their solution. Special 
care should be taken to grip all rmts and bolts with the correct 
wrench, which is carefully fitted to the metal surfaces so that 
the corners are not rounded off, rendering the nuts and bolts 
useless. In any case, bring several spare nuts and bolts 
and xashers for replacement. Fittings should be water tight 
and air tight, but not excessively tight. Some villagers don’t 
know their own strength, let alone the limits of their tools 
aQd fittings. 

BUILDING A HYDRAULIC RAM FROM LOCAL MATERIALS 

Most of the information in this section is adapted from 
ZVITA and ITDG publications. It must be emphasized that this 
is only a guide - how you make the valves described below 
will be determined by your ingenuity, th,e machinist, and his 
tools. If the machinist knows how a hydram works and what 
it should look like, it will help in adding refinements to the 
pump. Dwg # 10 shows the basic fittings of a “homemade ram”. 

By making a hydraulic ram yourself, you will better under- * 
stand the pump and its maintenance well as saving a good deal 
of money. Homemade pumps cost less then one-tenth(P/lO) 
of an equivalent commercial pump. At the date of printing 
this booklet the sizes below cost in Nepalese rupees: (US$ l= 
12.45 Nepalese rupees). 
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The cost of several hydrams made from loca’lly available 
parts (in Nepalese rupees) 

Pump size Labor Materials Total -- 

1.5”(38mm) 50/- 220/- 270/- 
2”(51mm) 66/- 254/- 320/- 

2.5”(63mm) 70/-* 437/- 507/- 
4”(102mm) 113/w* 1055/- 1168/- , 

-The above costs dd not include the gate valves on the drive 
pipe and on the deliverpiipe. The equipment used was: a 
lathe, a grinding wheel, a drill press, welding equipment, 
and assorted metal working hand tools. 

;iN ALTERNATIVE TYPE HYDRAM 
, 

Dwg #lb. 2 shows another hydraulic ram built from locally 
available materials, in which this fittings are arranged 
differently. This style hydram must use an inner-tube or 
perhaps tennis balls in the air chamber, to prevent the air 
from escaping out the delivery pipe. Although extensive 
tests have not yet been done, initial trials worked very well. 
The Impulse valve for this pump can be the same as described 
previously, but the delivery valve, because it is horizontal 
rather than vertical,,may require some changes. A commer- 
cial valve will work provided it is designed to operate horizon- 
tally. The valves shown in d wg # 12.1 and 12.4 will also 
work fine. The delivery valve shown in dwg # 12.3 may be 
troublesome depending on how much friction is produced by 
the bolt moving within the guide, while in the horizontal 
position. 

* The 2.5” and 4” pump built h&se used commerciany available 
vertical delivery valves which made the total cost more expensive 
than a pump with a tthomemadet’ delivery valve, but not by any 
means better or more efficient. 
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THE IMPULSE VALVE 

There are several different types of valves, suitable for 
hydrams, that are not discussed here as they are more com- 
plex to make or more difficult for village maintenance. The 
weighted-bolt-impulse valve described here is simple and 
durable, easy to maint@n, and its mechanical principals are 
the easiest for villagers to understand. The basic principal 
of this impulse valve is: the more weight on the bolt stem, the 
more water it takes to close the valve, the slower the strokes 
per minute the more water is pump.ed. Less weight means: 
less water is required, quicker strokespeed, and less water 
pumped. Longer stroke length has the same effect as more 
weight, and shorter stroke length the same as less weight. 

Two alternative impulse valves are described here as shown 
in dwg 11.1 and 11.3. Type A allows the water to pass with 
less friction, but results in more valve wear when the rubber 
washer closes. Type F will have a longer washer life due to 
more equally distributed pressure, and the valve guide is 
easier to make. 

Experience has shown that the most durable locally available 
material for the washer is a piece of rubber cut from old tires. 
Tractor tires are especially thick, and most shoe makers and 
leather workers have the material and will cut and shape the 
piece for a very small fee. 

It has been suggested that it is not necessary to use a rubber 
washer as the steel washer is cushioned by the flow of water, 
which prevents excessive wear,, If you can get the steel washer 
and valve seat machined accurately enough to prevent leakage 
upon closure, this technique is very good. 

, 

Make sure that you make several weights that in combination 
or alone will allow you to vary the pressure necessary to 
close the valve under different quantities of water from the 
source, 
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It is necessary that the steel plate welded to the nipple is 
sufficiently strong to withstand the savage pounding the ram 
experiences. All welds should be checked for their strength 
and durability. Although it costs slightly more, gas welding 
using brass rods is best for finer work. 

The following materials are required in order to make the 
impulse valve: a hex nipple or straight nipple, a mild steel 
plate (3-4mm thick) a threaded bolt with two nuts to fit, a 
steel washer and thick rubber washer of the same diameter, 
some scrap metal (205mm thick) ‘to. form the guide post and 
weights, and possibly a hex nut to fit the nipple. 

Take the nipple and grind the inside surface smooth if it 
is rough. The hex nipples have very thick walls and by 
machining 1 or 2 millimeters off the inside walls, on a lathe, 
the inside diameter is enlarged. Cut the mild steel plate to 
a square to fit over the nipple, and drill the hole or holes as 
spseified in the chart. If a type B valve is being made, 
scratch the outside diameter (C) circle on a lathe (after 
center punching the p.late) so you know that the small holes 
must fit within this circle. Drill the center hole and then 
the other holes,making sure that the holes do not intersect 
so that the plate remains structurally strong. If the valve is 
type A, cut the hole on a lathe and round off the inside edge 
of the hole so that the point of contact with the rubber washer 
is smooth. On both type valves the plate should be ground 
smooth on the side that contacts the rubber washer. Weld 
the plate to the hex nipple (or hexnut if a straight nipple is 
to be used) being certain that the holes are dead center with 
relation to the nipple. This weld must be very strong and 
absolutely water tight. Make sure that the bolt guide hole is 
dead center with the plate hole. For Type A valve use a piece 
of HDP pipe that fits onto the bolt with no more than a space 
of a few millimeters. This will. prevent the bolt’s threads 
from becoming damaged by constant abrasfon on the bolt 
guide. A brass bushing is also fine. This plastic or brass 



sleeve should fit within a short metal tube or guide designed 
to accomodate the bolt with a few millimeters play. 

Table # 5 Dimensions for Different Sizes 
of Impulse Valves 

a. Nipple inside 
QI 37 37 

b. Rubber washer 
outside 0 1 30 37 

c. Outside (8 of 
plate hole or. 
holes I 22 30 

d. Bolt hole @ ! - 9 
e. Small holes i 

QI 1-4 
f. # of small 
. holes 

I 
- 28 

g. Mild steel 1 
plate min. i 
thickness I 3 3 

h. Bolt length 1150 150 

2”*51 
A B 

42 42 

35 3.6 

25 3@ 
- 12 

4 

- 28 

:I ./ 
. . 

42 49 

,35 42 48 60 
12 12 

24 

5 5 6 6 8 8 
165 165 175175 190 19c 

3"76 P102 
A B !I B 

78 78 

61 67 

LO6 106 

85 98 

66 80 
20 

9 

20 44 

9 

* Hex nipples found in this siae in Kathmandu. Note bolt dia- 
meter should be a few mm. smaller than dimension d. 

Make sure that surface of the rubber washer is as smooth 
as possible - especially the side that contacts the valve seat. 
It will probably be necessary to trim the washer’s edges to 
match the steel washer (which is welded to the bolt) on a 

grinding wheel. The rubber washer can be the same size or 
slightly larger than the steel washer, The rubber washer 
should be epoxied on to the metal washer after a small hole 
is cut in the washer center to accomodate the bolt with a few 
milliteters play. 
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An alternative to epoxy (the locally available brand of 
epoxy is call Araldite) is to put a small washer on top of the 
rubber, which is held in place by a cotter-pin which fits 
through a small hole in the bolt. This alternative is only 
suitable for the type A impulse valve. On type B impulse 
valve nothing can come between the rubber aQdi the steel plate 
with holes or else there will be leakage. After securing the 
washer to the bolt, make sure it seats well and will not leak 
when it is closed. It is worthwhile to try making different 
size washer-bolt combinations which change the maximum 
and minimum amount of water that ‘the pump will consume. 
C&e should be taken in welding the steel washer to bolt. 
It should well centered and perpendicular. If necessary, 
after welding, grind smooth the steel washer’s surface where 
the rubber washer sits. 

It may be necessary to cut more threads on the bolt stem 
to allow for m‘aximum adjustment. When the bolt-washer 
assembly is fully closed against the valve seat, the threafis 
must extend down to the bolt guide hole. The bolt must be 
long enough to accomodate at least 2 nuts, some weights, and 
still have enough free play to move at least 15m-m. 

THE DELIVERY VALVE 

A delivery valve is commercially available in some 
Kathmandu hardware stores. A dependable valve that can be 
made quite easily is described below (see d.wg # 12.1). Using 
a nipple the same diameter as the impulse valve, weld or 
braze a cut and drilled steel plate as indicated in dwg # 12.2 
If the plate is welded slightly recessed inside the nipple, make 
sure the surface is clean after the welding or brazing is 
completed If the plate is welded on the top edge of the nipple, 
you might have to file the lead threads of the pipe nipple if 
they have been damaged during-the welding or brazing. If 
the rubber washer does not sit flat on the plate or if the nipple% 
threads are damaged, have the machinist regrind the plate 
to ensure smoothness and/or recut the threads on a lathe. 
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On top of the delivery valve plate attach a rubber washer with 
a brass nut and bolt and a small metal washer bent to acco- 
modate the rubber washer% movement (see dwg # 12.1 and 
12.4). The rubber must be flexible enough to allow water to 
pass, and firm enough to hold the water pressure from the 
air chamber and delivery pipe head. Below the valve it is 
necessary to make an air valve which will ensure that during 
the normal course of operation, the air in the air chamber is 
not depleted by the moving water. Lack of the air cushion in 
the air chamber results in violent pounding which can even b 
tually damage the pump or pipes. Although other sources 
recommend a copper wire, I do not think it will last as long 
as a small screw and nut combination that fits a hole of a 
slightly larger diameter (see dwgs # 12.1, 12.3, 12.4). If 
the nippYle is a hex nipple drill the hole through one of the flat 
sides but be sure when turning the nipple with a wrench, not 
to grab the side with the screw or wire. An alternative to the 
air valve is to put a partially filled rubber innertube inside 
the air chamber (see dwg # 13). For small pumps a partially 
filled bicycle inner tube will work well. Large pumps would 
require filling a tube with more air. A hand pump and tire 
patch kit are necessary accessories, and a spare innertube 
is recommended. Dwg # 12.5 illustrates another delivery 
valve (a swing check valve) which can be used on either model 
hydram - whether horizontal or vertical. If installed hori- 
zontally, try to have the hinged portion of the valve be located 
in the up position. This valve requires slightly more care 
in construction, but it has the advantage of having the least 
amount of friction compared to the other valves discussed 
here. The valve plate should be made from mild steel or 
brass. The rubber washer should be cut from an old tire and 
then trimmed round and flat. The steel washer that is bolted 
to the rubber washer (use a small brass nut and bolt set),can 
be mild steel. This steel washer which is a few millimeters 
larger in diameter than the larg& hole in the valve plate will 
px-event the rubber from collapsing through the hole under 
high pressure. The small hole in the valve plate is threaded, 
and with the use of a brass nut, bolt, and washer set 
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this will act as the pivot on which the rubber will naturally 
flex during each opening and closing of the valve. Care must 
be taken so the welding does not interfere with the seating of 
the rubber washer. 

Although pipe nipples come in various sizes, within each 
size the inside diameter will vary by a few millimeters. As 
a guide the dimensions according to the dwg # 12.5 are given 
below for a 2” (51mm) @ hex nipple. Based on this information 
you should be able to design and build your own valve of an.y 
size with nnly minor modifications.- 

DimenSiO3s for a delivery swing check valve to fit a 2” 0 nipple. 
(Table # 6) 

---- 
a. nipple inside (8 and valve plate 

outside (8 42m.m 53/32” 
b. valve plate large hole 0 24m.m 15/16” 
c. rubber washer outside QI 35mm 45/32” 
d. steel washer outside (8 26mm 33/32” 
e. valve plate small threaded 

hole (8 4mm 5/32” 
f. maximum distance from valve 

plate edge to large hol& edge 12mm 15/32” 
g. minimum distance from valve 

plate edge to large hole’s edge 6mm 8’ 
h. distance from small threaded 

hole% center to edge on valve 
plate 6&mm 2’ 

MAKING THE AIR CHAMBER 

There is no maximum limit to the size of the air chamber. 
One source suggests an air chamber volume equal to 100 
times the delivered output in one stroke cycle. A one &eter 
length of pipe of equal diameter to the impulse and delivery 
valves sealed with a cap will work well. An equivelent 
volume of a larger diameter and shorter length of pipe fitted 
with the appropriate reducers is also suitable. Just below the 
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air chamber and above the delivery valve is a tee which is 
, reduced in the middle to fit the delivery pipe. 

B 
MOUNTING THE RAM 

The drive pipe and delivery pipe should each be connected 
to the ram via union joints and gate valves, which greatly 
facilitates maintenance. Depending on the individual Jnstallation 
one mig& want to weld on to the ram- a set of mounting legs to 
insure pump stability fro.m the constant vibration. If possible, 
holes‘should be drilled in the bottom of the mounting legs to 
fit bol$ that should be securely sunk in the concrete floor 
with tlie threaded ends exposed. Lock nuts will fasten the 
pump to the base. An alternative to this is to use strong gal- 
vanized stay wire securing the pump to a fixed object based 
on your subjective judgement during installation, but a ‘solid 
concrete base with mounting bolts is much stronger and 
preferable. 
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